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1.0 Introduction 

Chitosan (CH) is derived from N-deacetylation of chitin, 

which is the second most abundant naturally occurring 

biopolymer after cellulose.1 Due to its biodegradable and 

biocompatible properties, CH has been investigated for many 

biomedical and pharmaceutical applications. For example, 

CH-microspheres have been used as carriers for controlled 

release of drugs, peptides and proteins, as well as vaccines.2-4 

The modulation of drug release rate from CH-microspheres 

had been obtained by matrix cross-linking. This made the 

polymer less hydrophilic and slowed down the permeability to 

biological fluids. In fact, the cross-linking process can be 

performed by using chemical substances acting as cross-

Composites of natural polymers and ceramics have become important in the 

development of biomedical applications ranging from diagnostic and therapeutic 

devices, tissue regeneration and controlled drug delivery. This study explored the 

potential of hydroxyapatite (HA)/chitosan (CH) composites to act as a sustained 

drug delivery to bone. 

 

Porous HA/CH composite beads were prepared by ionic cross-linking using 

tripolyphosphate (TPP). The structure and morphology of beads were investigated 

by SEM. The polymer-ceramic interactions and polymer cross-linking were 

examined by FTIR. To encapsulate tetracycline hydrochloride (TCH) in the cross-

linked beads, a negatively pressurized system was applied. The degrees of cross-

linking and swelling that affected the drug release pattern were determined. 

 

The pore size of the beads ranged between 40 and 100 µm, which negatively 

dependent on HA content and cross-linking density. The deposition of apatite after 

submerging the beads in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) pH 7.4 for 7 days indicated 

their bioactive property. The in vitro drug release test demonstrated that the 

successive and dense HA/CH composite endowed the beads with a sustained drug 

release pattern without initial burst release.  

 

The high effectiveness of cross-linked CH beads in regulating the release of TCH 

might be capable to serve as a temporary drug carrier in bone tissue regeneration.  
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linking agents, or by heating. The most often used chemical 

cross-linkers for microspheres made of the natural polymers 

are glutaraldehyde and epychlorohydrin. Of the former, it acts 

on the polymer by dissolving it in one of the liquid phase, 

while the later has been used to cross-link CH-fibers and 

films.3,5 The main disadvantages of both cross-linking agents 

are skin irritation and exerting some toxicity. When heat is 

applied as cross-linking agent, the formed microspheres must 

be exposed to a longer time period at high temperature about 

120°C or more. Therefore, drug instability is a major problem 

of thermal cross-linking. Another cross-linking mechanism, 

such as ionic interaction, can be employed to overcome 

toxicity of chemical cross-linking. Since CH becomes soluble 

and cationic in aqueous acidic solutions of pH<6.5, 

tripolyphosphate (TPP), a nontoxic salt obtained from triple 

condensation of PO4
3 groups, can interact with protonated 

amino groups of CH, forming insoluble complexes with raise 

medium pH.3,6 Increased drug loading efficiency and 

prolonged drug release period have been revealed by these 

complexes as well.7,8 They have been successfully prepared 

by a number of methods, such as simple/complex 

coacervation9 and freeze-drying.4 

Nowadays, ceramics as comprised of calcium phosphates, 

silica, alumina, zirconia and titanium dioxide are used for 

various medical applications due to their positive interactions 

with human tissues.10 Characteristics of these materials are 

often high mechanical strength, good body-response and low 

or non-existing biodegradability. Due to their similarity to 

human bone, calcium phosphate ceramics are very popular 

implant materials for diverse clinical applications since the 

last 30 years. Especially, hydroxyapatite (HA) is regarded as a 

high potential scaffold because of its osteoconductive and 

osteoinductive properties.11,12 To improve the 

biodegradability, porosity has been introduced to the 

implants, which also gives rise to bone ingrowth.13,14Although 

ceramic scaffolds alone can be suitable implant materials for 

bone tissue engineering, they can form a suitable scaffold for 

cells and serve as a delivery vehicle of drugs by the addition 

of biodegradable polymers. Of these polymers, CH is often 

applied together with calcium phosphate particles because it is 

degraded by endogenous enzymes and gives a good match to 

natural bone with respect to mechanical properties. The added 

ceramic particles gave scaffolds an extra osteogenic potential, 

while the composite materials showed enhanced osteoblast 

proliferation and differentiation.15 Moreover, release patterns 

of the scaffolds loaded with gentamycin showed a high burst 

release, which was diminished by the added ceramic particles. 

Indeed, a more sustained release from the particle-containing 

CH-composite was observed to be due to a higher extent of 

CH cross-linking.16 

The goal of this work was to develop a convenient method for 

preparing beads of HA/CH composite cross-linked by ionic 

interaction of TPP for controlled release of TCH. Some 

problems arose when TCH was impregnated into the particle-

polymer composite prior to perform cross-linking, because the 

drug has high solubility in aqueous acidic solvent used for 

dissolving CH. This led to the loss of large amounts of drug 

during the preparation process. In consequence, cross-linked 

HA/CH beads were firstly prepared and then soaked in a 

solution containing TCH under vacuum. In estimation, the 

amount of drug adsorbed onto the bead would be influenced 

by factors such as the drug concentration, drug binding 

moieties, matrix porosity, and cross-linking density. Besides, 

the degree of cross-linking and swelling would affect the drug 

release pattern. Thus, experiments were conducted in this 

study to gain insight into parameters which are influenced by 

cross-linking density of the HA/CH beads. 

 

2.0 Materials and Methods 

 

2.1 Preparation of HA/CH beads 

Different CH solutions were prepared by dissolving CH in 3% 

aqueous acetic acid in a beaker with a magnetic stirrer. One 

hundred milliliters of the solution were levigated with distinct 

amounts of HA to form smooth paste. HA/CH beads were 

formed as drops of the mixed paste fell into a precipitation 

bath containing TPP solution in which its concentrations were 

varied between 0.5 and 1% w/v. TPP cross-linking was 

allowed to form for 24 h at room temperature. After that the 

beads were rinsed several times with water and then freeze-

dried. The cross-linked beads were manipulated using 

quantitatively specified compositions as summarized in   

Table 1.  

 

Chemical used 

Chitosan 

solution1 

(%w/v) 

HA (g) TPP 

solution2 

(%w/v) 

Ratio by 

mass of 

CH:HA:TPP 

Name 

assigned 

1 20 0.7 1:20:2.1 TPPex 

1.5 30 1 1:20:2 TPPeq 

1.5 40 1 1:20.6:2 HAex 
 

1 and 2 were the solutions used at a fixed volume of 100 and 

300 ml, respectively 

 

2.2 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Quanta 400) was 

carried out for visual inspection of surface morphology and 

cross-sectional structure of the drug-free beads. Samples were 

mounted on metal stubs using double-side adhesive tape and 

vacuum-coated with gold film. Porosity and pore size inside 

the beads were estimated from ten data points of triple SEM 

micrographs. 

 

2.3 Infrared absorption spectroscopy (IR) 
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Each sample was triturated with an equal quantity of KBr and 

compressed to obtain a disc for IR analysis. The spectra of the 

discs were recorded on a FTIR spectrophotometer (Spectrum 

One, Perkin Elmer, USA) in a region between 500 and 4000 

cm-1. The experiments were carried out in triplicate. 

 

2.4 Acellular in vitro bioactivity 

Phosphate buffer saline (PBS) pH 7.417 containing HA/CH 

beads without drug loading in a well-closed polystyrene bottle 

was maintained at 37 OC. Samples were collected after 7 days 

of the immersion and analyzed by SEM. 

 

2.5 Swelling study 

 

The degree of swelling (DW) was used to correlate release 

characteristics of TCH from HA/CH beads in this study. 

Briefly, an accurately weighed amount of dried samples was 

placed in a 10-ml reservoir containing PBS pH 7.4 without 

shaking at 37 ºC. The weight of each swollen sample (Wt) 

was determined on an electronic balance following the soaked 

solution was blotted out. DS was expressed as the percentage 

of water absorbed at any time during swelling, and calculated 

by the equation as followed: 

% DS = [(W2 - W1) ÷ W1] x 100  

W1 and W2 represented the weight of dry HA/CH beads and 

that of wet samples, respectively. 

 

2.6 Preparation of drug-loaded HA/CH beads 

 

TCH was dissolved in water to achieve concentrations in a 

range of 5-15 mg/ml. The beads were loaded with TCH by 

vacuum infiltration method. In brief, an accurately weighed 

amount of the beads was placed in a tube containing 5 ml of 

TCH solution. Then, a vacuum of 0.1 ton/inch2 was applied 

for 30 min. After vacuum was released, the drug-loaded beads 

were freeze-dried and kept at 15 OC until use. 

   

2.7 Drug entrapment 

 

An accurately weighed amount of drug-loaded beads were 

crushed and kept under constant stirring in diluted 

hydrochloric acid (10% v/v) for 20 min to extract TCH from 

the bead matrix. After centrifugation, the supernatant was 

determined spectrophotometrically at 270 nm. For calculating 

the amounts of TCH adsorbed, the measured OD was 

compared to the standard A1%, 1 cm at 270 nm of 417a. Then, 

the entrapment efficiency (EE) was indicated as milligrams of 

the drug adsorbed per gram of the bead sample. 

 

2.8 Drug release in vitro 

 

To determine the quantity of TCH released from the beads, an 

accurately weighed sample was set into a tube containing 5 ml 

of PBS pH 7.4 at 37 °C for a period of 7 days. One milliliter 

of the supernatant was withdrawn at a predetermined time 

interval and replaced by an equal volume of fresh medium. 

The collected solutions were measured for OD at 270 nm in 

which the drug concentrations were calculated by comparing 

with the standard A1%, 1cm as previously described. The 

cumulative percentage of drug release was represented after 

being normalized to its initial amount in the beads. 

 

2.9 Statistical analysis 

 

All data were expressed as mean ± S.D. of an experiment 

carried out in triplicate. Student’s t-test (Sigma Plot) with P< 

0.05 was used to determine the significant differences 

between the groups.  

3.0 Results and Discussion 

Sustained drug release technology is being applied from 

protein hormones such as insulin for the treatment of 

diabetes18 to antibiotics for the prevention or minimization of 

bacterial infection.19,20 Advantages of this technology are 

associated with reduction in side effects, decreased systemic 

toxicity and higher efficiency due to high drug concentrations 

at the site of damage.21 Improvements on the field are based 

on the development of new biocompatible synthetic22and 

natural polymers23and bioceramic.24 Among the natural 

polymers, CH has been an attractive candidate for drug 

delivery matrix due to its high biocompatibility, low 

antigenicity, controlled biodegradability by cross-linking 

reagents, and the ease of forming composites with ceramics or 

synthetic polymers.2,3,25 

 

In our preliminary study, the HA/CH beads encapsulating 

TCH were prepared by the impregnation process in that the 

TCH/HA blend was levigated with CH solution, followed by 

TPP cross-linking. Although the drug was dispersed 

uniformly in the polymeric monolithic system, the percentage 

of drug entrapment was very low (less than 4%). By 

duplicating the amount of drug in the loading process, 

however, improvement in the encapsulation efficiency was 

not apparent. As a result, drug loss during the preparation 

process was large. This might be due to the high porosity of 

the beads, associated with a high solubility in water of the 

drug in the form of hydrochloride salt. In fact, beads prepared 

by the impregnation method should be rigid and contain pores 

able to hold substances inside by capillary forces, while allow 

full diffusion outward of the retained active ingredient.26 In 

consequence, the infiltration method was adopted in this study 

to encapsulate TCH in cross-linked CH/HA beads, followed 

by the determination of the cross-linking density affecting on 

%DS and drug release. 

 

3.1 Morphology of cross-linked HA/CH beads 
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The mixed composite paste of HA and CH had a good shape-

forming ability in TPP cross-linking solution. The beads also 

displayed a uniform round shape after the freeze-drying 

process. However, obvious deformation in the final structure 

had occurred if the bead compositions were not optimal 

(Figure 1). The cross-sectional SEM morphologies of HA/CH 

beads without drug loading were shown in Figures 2. A well 

developed porous structure consisting of open pore channels 

and an interconnected framework was observed. Most of 

these pores were of irregular shape with an average pore 

diameter of about 45  17 µm. The pore size was further 

decreased by increasing HA content. The pores were 

predominantly in the range suitable for drug delivery 

applications, as small pores facilitated high absorption of drug 

and sustained the release better than the larger pores.27,28 SEM 

images of the TPPeq beads subjected to acellular in vitro 

bioactivity study were presented in Figure 3. The bead 

structure was intact for the entire period of 7 days in PBS. 

After soaking, significant change on the surfaces was 

demonstrated in that deposits appearing as much bigger 

agglomerates of fur stacked on one another. Interestingly, 

pores in micrometer range were still visible on the immersed 

surfaces. Since the ability to deposit apatite on the material 

surface in vitro implies biological response following a series 

of physiological reactions at the material–biological site 

interface15, the result suggested that this type of beads was 

attractive as a drug carrier to bone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

3.3 Swelling result 

 

The in vitro swelling study was conducted in PBS pH 7.4 at 

37 °C for a period of 7 days, and the %DS was 

gravimetrically determined. Plots of static swelling of the 

cross-linked beads as a function of TPP concentrations were 

given in Figure 5. It was found that all cross-linked structures 

were hydrolytically stable. Greater swelling was observed for 

TPPex due to the more loosely structure. The close similarity 

of %DS was determined for TPPeq and HAex beads. It would 

be that as the degree of cross-linking was optimal, ionic 

interactions became predominant resulting in the more 

compact structure of the later two samples. The influence of 

ionic interactions between chains of CH in the beads on 

swelling has been reported to depend on the cross-linking 

density achieved during the formation of the network, i.e., an 

increase in cross-linking density induced a decrease of 

swelling.3 In estimation, the swelling mechanism has involved 

Fig.1  Photographs of HA/CH composite beads: (A), TPPex; (B), TPPeq; (C), HAex 

 

3.2 FTIR analysis 

 

The phase compositions of HA/CH beads were investigated 

using FTIR spectroscopy. According to the literature, FTIR 

spectrum of CH showed peaks at 1089 and 1152 cm-1 for 

aliphatic amines and at 1650 cm-1 for N-H group (Figure 4A). 

Especially determined in the spectra of TPPeq and HAex  

(Figure 4B and insert), peaks at 1060–1300 cm-1 were of 

phosphonate linkages occurring between –NH3+ of CH and     

–PO4
3¯ moieties of TPP during the cross-linking process. 

Appreciable cross-linking was revealed by peaks at 1140 and 

1280 cm-1, indicative for symmetric and asymmetric stretching 

of phosphonate linkage, respectively. The latter peak has been 

known to occur due to restricted rotation.29 Therefore, the two 

terminal –PO4
3¯ moieties of a TPP molecule seemed to link 

with two –NH3
+(OOCCH3)– moieties of two CH monomers, 

one on each side. This cross-linking perhaps restricted the 

permeation of drug molecules and lowered the flux of drug 

diffusing across the beads. However, the asymmetric peak 

trended to merge into a single broad band at 1060 cm-1, as seen 

in the spectrum of TPPex. The result indicated the absence of 

restricted rotation within the beads cross-linked by using 

excess TPP. The excessive –PO4
3¯ moieties of TPP were also 

confirmed by a triplet broad peak detected around 640 cm-1. In 

consequence, greater permeation of the drug was observed 

across the TPPex beads (data not shown). 

 

Fig. 2  SEM micrographs of HA/CH composite beads and their cross-sections: 

(A and B), 
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structure relaxation due to dissociation of hydrogen bridges 

and hydrophobic interactions occurring between acetylated 

units of CH, followed by swelling. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
   

  

Fig. 3  SEM images of TPPeq beads before (A), after immersed in PBS for 7 days at low (B) and high (C) magnification 

 

Fig. 4  FTIR spectra of unmodified CH powder (A), CH (1% w/v) films cross-linked with 1% w/v TPP (B, on top), and HA/CH composite 

beads of TPPex, TPPeq, as well as HAex (B, three spectra in bottom), relevant regions are indicated in the insert figure, as detailed in text 

3.4 Drug entrapment and release behavior  

 

Based on the swelling test, the bead of much higher intact 

structure was identified for HAex. In consequence, they were 

used thoroughly for drug entrapment and release test.  
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Three concentration levels of TCH solutions were used during 

the infiltration process (5, 10, and 15 mg/ml) in which the EE 

values were calculated to be of 17.7, 28.7, and 32.2 mg/g, 

respectively. By investigating the effect of drug content on 

release pattern, it revealed that all of the beads displayed a 

long period of sustained release without an initial burst 

(Figure 6A). On the first day of the test, about 20% of the 

entrapped TCH was released from the beads (Figure 6B). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 5  Swelling behavior of HA/CH composite beads (TPPex, TPPeq, and HAex), cross-linked with various concentrations of TPP 

 

Fig. 6  Drug release patterns of HA/CH composite beads with a fixed %HA, 

indicating the effect of concentration of drug in loading solution on drug release. 

 

During a follow-up period of 6 days, drug release continued at 

a much slower release rate, supposing to be via diffusion of the 

entrapped drug through the porous network. The release test 

was not carried out after 7 days, because of the drug instability 

problem. Moreover, the association between %HA and the 

pore size on TCH release rate was investigated. The release 

rate was found to decrease, proportional to the decrease in pore 

size of the beads by increasing %HA (data not shown). 

In concomitance, the lower porosity and the lower degree 

of swelling of HAex beads led to TCH being more 

difficultly diffusing. In contrast to TPPex beads which had 

the higher degree of swelling, the access of medium to the 

drug incorporated in the polymeric matrix was facilitated, 

consequently increasing contact with it and allowing 

greater release. In spite of the higher porosity and the 

higher TCH entrapment of TPPex beads, the drug release 

was not different from those previously mentioned. This 

was because the difference in %DS could not be 

significantly assigned among the prepared beads, making 

similar entry of the medium into the polymer matrix. Thus, 

increase in the rates of drug release could be due to an 

associated increase in the fluid–filled cavities created by 

swelling, dissolution and diffusion of the drug particles 

near the surface. This in turn resulted in an increase of the 

permeability of the drug. However, release of substances 

has been described to depend on the type of matrix and its 

rigidity, i.e., the release of drugs deceased with increased 

cross-linking.25 Indeed, factors such as the cross-linking 

density and porosity, the degree of swelling, as well as drug 

solubility have been determinants controlling the release of 

substances from cross-linked network.26 Notably, a 

considerable fraction of drug molecules was attached to the 

pore surface, as the entrapped drug was released in the 

range of 20-24% within 7 days. 
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This drug fraction was probably bound to the beads via 

hydrogen bonding between the highly electronegative 

atoms/groups such as N and OH of the drug and P–OH groups 

of HA, or absorbed onto the HA particles due to its strong 

affinity with calcium ions.30 It was proposed that the 

remaining drug would only be released in concomitance with 

slow degradation of the beads. However, the release 

concentrations were significantly higher than that described 

for the prevention of bacterial growth.31In summary; this 

study presented a simple but efficient method to prepare 

beads of TCH-entrapped HA/CH composite with a porous 

structure. The macro- and micro-pores of the beads formed 

during the cross-linking and freeze-drying processes 

facilitated their use in delivery of drugs or bioactive 

molecules for enhanced tissue regeneration of bone. 
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